The Student Social Justice and Equity Council will present to the ASCSUS Board of Directors on issues in regard to social justice issues and equity related to the community.

I. CALL TO ORDER – 3:00PM

II. SPECIAL PRESENTATION

• Dr. Mia Settles Tidwell – Vice President for Inclusive Excellence
• Mia asks, “What is social justice to us?” Discover ways to investigate and solutions: Race, ethnicity, different backgrounds, economically, express & be recognize, collective action. Remember different aspects of identity: understand people experiences “Why people think the way that they think”. Systemic data is important to recognize. Informed Activism: studying researching. Advocate instead for speaking for them.
  • 1. Written definition on social justice for ASI
  • ACTIVISM – W PEOPLE NOT FOR
  • Survey out: opportunity to get ideas: how can it be different for them (students)
  • Focus groups – speak with their peers, upfront what we will do with our information.
  • Change policy = change practices
  • What is activism to ASI?
  • Activism needs to be Strategic.
  • Collective activism: never a one voice there will be entity.
  • research black panthers, Malcom x on how they were taken down: How can we avoid that system of censorship: What could ruin our movement.
  • Political Mapping
  • Use tools that the system used on us: can see the foundation of things.
  • What will it take to keep us all at the table and not deflect

III. SURVEY WORK SESSION

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS

VI. – postpone survey work session

VII. ADJOURNMENT- 4:00PM
Associated Students, Inc. of Sacramento State is committed to providing universal access to all of our events. Please contact Harbir Atwal at hatwal@csus.edu or 916-278-6784 to request disability accommodations (e.g., ASL interpretation, wheelchair accessible seating) no later than five (5) business days prior to the event. Advance notice is necessary to arrange for some accessibility needs.